Harnessing reviews to build
richer models of opinions
Julian McAuley, UC San Diego

Opinions

“Do I like the product?”

Opinions – a richer view

“Why do I like the product?”

How can we build review text into
models of people’s opinions?
1. How can latent factor models
be extended to incorporate
review content? (RecSys’13)
2. How can reviews be used to
answer questions about
products? (WWW’16)
3. How can personalized reviews
be generated? (arXiv)

Also: fashion recommendation

• Social recommendation
• Temporal recommendation, sequential recommendation
• etc.

Data

~100M reviews, ~10M items, ~20M users
1.4M questions and answers

~3M reviews, ~60k items, ~30k users

on my website: cseweb.ucsd.edu/~jmcauley/

1. Ratings
& text

© jalexblane.com

Recommending things to people
We’d like to estimate users’ preferences
toward items
Could be a (star) rating

rating(julian, Harry Potter) = ?

global offset

user/item biases

user/item interaction

Recommending things to people
learn my preferences, and the product’s properties
e.g. rating(julian, Harry Potter) =
my (user’s)
“preferences”
•

HP’s (item)
“properties”

Not effective for obscure items
(“long-tailed” data)
• Not effective for new items
(changing item vocabulary)
• Not interpretable

e.g. Koren & Bell (2011)

Latent Dirichlet Allocation
Observation: Can’t model low-dimensional structure from a
single rating, but can model it from a single review
Document topics

LDA

(review of “The Chronicles of Riddick”)
Action:

action, loud, fast, explosion,…

Sci-fi

space, future, planet,…

Blei & McAuliffe (2007)

Combining ratings and reviews
The parameters of a “standard” recommender system

user/item

offset

user/item bias

latent factors

are fit so as to minimize the mean-squared error

where

is a training corpus of ratings

Note: “compatibility” is ignored when there is
too little training data

Combining ratings and reviews
We replace this objective with one that uses the review
text as a regularizer:

rating parameters

LDA parameters

Combining ratings and reviews

transform

Item “factors”

Review “topics”

By linking rating and opinion models, we can find
topics in reviews that inform us about opinions

Model fitting
Repeat steps (1) and (2) until convergence:

solved via gradient ascent using L-BFGS
(see e.g. Koren & Bell, 2011)

(solved via gradient ascent using L-BFGS)

solved via Gibbs sampling
(see e.g. Blei & McAuliffe, 2007)

Step 1:
fit a rating
model
regularized by
the topics
Step 2:
identify topics
that “explain”
the ratings

Experiments
Rating prediction:
• Amazon (35M reviews): 6% better than state-of-the-art
• Yelp (230K reviews): 4% better than state-of-the-art
New users:
• Improvements are largest for users with few reviews:

!

Experiments
Interpretability:
Topics are highly interpretable across all datasets
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Other ideas…
• Although we used reviews, the idea can be adapted to any
corpus where we have user or item text and product ratings
• The notion of what topics are relevant to variance in
opinions is a useful measure of the “helpfulness” of a review
Do the topics in my
review match those
that the community
find important?

• Can also apply the same ideas with more “modern”
document embedding techniques

2. Using reviews to
answer questions

Answering product-related queries
Q: “I want to use this with
my iPad air while taking a
jacuzzi bath. Will the
volume be loud enough
over the bath jets?”

Suppose we want to answer the question above.
Should we:
1) Wade through (hundreds of!) existing reviews looking for
time consuming
an answer
have to wait
2) Ask the community via a Q/A system?
3) Can we answer the question automatically?

Answering product-related queries
Q: “I want to use this with
my iPad air while taking a
jacuzzi bath. Will the
volume be loud enough
over the bath jets?”

Challenging!
• The question itself is complex (not a simple query)
• Answer (probably?) won’t be in a knowledge base
• Answer is subjective (how loud is “loud enough”?)

Answering product-related queries
Q: “I want to use this with
my iPad air while taking a
jacuzzi bath. Will the
volume be loud enough
over the bath jets?”

So, let’s use reviews to find possible answers:
“The sound quality is great,
especially for the size, and if
you place the speaker on a hard
surface it acts as a sound board,
and the bass really kicks up.”

Yes

Answering product-related queries
Q: “I want to use this with
my iPad air while taking a
jacuzzi bath. Will the
volume be loud enough
over the bath jets?”

Still challenging!
“The sound quality is great,
especially for the size, and if
you place the speaker on a hard
surface it acts as a sound board,
and the bass really kicks up.”

Yes

• Text is only tangentially related to
the question
• Text is linguistically quite different
from the question
• Combination of positive, negative,
and lukewarm answers to resolve

Answering product-related queries
Q: “I want to use this with
my iPad air while taking a
jacuzzi bath. Will the
volume be loud enough
over the bath jets?”

So, let’s aggregate the results of many reviews
“The sound quality is great,
especially for the size, and if
you place the speaker on a hard
surface it acts as a sound board,
and the bass really kicks up.”

“If you are looking for a
water resistant blue tooth
speaker you will be very
pleased with this product.”

“However if you are looking
for something to throw a
small party this just doesn’t
have the sound output.”

Yes

Yes

No

=Yes

Challenges
1. Question, answers, and reviews
are linguistically heterogeneous
2. Questions may not be be
answerable from the knowledge
base, or may be subjective
3. Many questions are non-binary

Linguistic heterogeneity
Question, answers, and reviews are linguistically
heterogeneous
How might we estimate whether a review is “relevant” to a
particular question?

1. Cosine similarity?
2. Tf-idf (e.g. BM25 or similar)?
3. Bilinear models

(won’t pick out important words)
(won’t handle synonyms)

Linguistic heterogeneity

(note: also allows questions and reviews to have different features)

• A and B embed the text to account for synonym use,
Delta accounts for (weighted) word-to-word similarity
• But how do we learn the parameters?

Parameter fitting
• We have a high-dimensional model whose parameters
describe how relevant each review is to a given question
• But, we have no training data that tells us what is
relevant and what isn’t
• But we do have training data in the form of answered
questions!
Idea: A relevant review is one that helps us to predict the
correct answer to a question

Parameter fitting
“prediction”

“mixture of experts”

Fit by maximum-likelihood:

“relevance”

Extracting yes/no questions:
“Summarization of yes/no
questions using a feature
function model” (He & Dai, ‘11)

Non-binary questions
What about open-ended questions?
Mommy’s Helper Kid Keeper (amazon.com/dp/B00081L2SU)
Q: “I have a big two year old (30 lbs) who is very active and pretty
strong. Will this harness fit him? Will there be any room to grow?”
A: “One of my two year olds is 36lbs and 36in tall. It fits him. I
would like for there to be more room to grow, but it should fit for
a while. “

• It’s no longer practical to predict the answer directly
• But we can still predict whether a review is relevant

Non-binary questions
• The model should rank the “true” answer higher than
“non”-answers

• We still train by maximum likelihood, sampling many
non answers at training time
• Note that at test time (in practice) we’d only use the
relevance function, since candidate answers wouldn’t
be available

Evaluation – binary questions
Mixtures-of-Opinions for QA
Mixtures-of-Descriptions
Various off-the-shelf similarity
measures w/ learned weights

No learning

(~300k questions and answers)

Open-ended questions (AUC)
| p(yes) – 0.5 |

Dataset

Moqa

Mdqa

cro-L

Rouge

Electronics

0.912

0.865

0.855

0.626

Average

0.883

0.841

0.828

0.631

Evaluation – user study
mturk interface:

Evaluation – binary examples
Product: Schwinn Searcher Bike (amazon.com/dp/B007CKH61C)
Question: “Is this bike a medium? My daughter is 5’8”.”
Ranked opinions: “The seat was just a tad tall for my girl so we actually sawed a bit off of
the seat pole so that it would sit a little lower.” (yes, .698); “The seat height and handlebars
are easily adjustable.” (yes, .771); “This is a great bike for a tall person.” (yes, .711)
Response: Yes (.722)
Actual answer: My wife is 5’5” and the seat is set pretty low, I think a female 5’8” would fit
well with the seat raised

Product: Davis & Sanford EXPLORERV (amazon.com/dp/B000V7AF8E)
Question: “Is this tripod better then the AmazonBasics 60-Inch Lightweight Tripod with
Bag one?”
Ranked opinions: “However, if you are looking for a steady tripod, this product is not the
product that you are looking for” (no, .295); “If you need a tripod for a camera or
camcorder and are on a tight budget, this is the one for you.” (yes, .901); “This would
probably work as a door stop at a gas station, but for any camera or spotting scope work
I’d rather just lean over the hood of my pickup.” (no, .463)
Response: Yes (.863)
Actual answer: The 10 year warranty makes it much better and yes they do honor the
warranty. I was sent a replacement when my failed.

Evaluation – open-ended examples
Product: Mommy’s Helper Kid Keeper (amazon.com/dp/B00081L2SU)
Question: “I have a big two year old (30 lbs) who is very active and pretty strong. Will this
harness fit him? Will there be any room to grow?”
Ranked opinions: “So if you have big babies, this may not fit very long.”; “They fit my
boys okay for now, but I was really hoping they would fit around their torso for longer.”; “I
have a very active almost three year old who is huge.”
Actual answer: One of my two year olds is 36lbs and 36in tall. It fits him. I would like for
there to be more room to grow, but it should fit for a while.

Product: : Thermos 16 Oz Stainless Steel (amazon.com/dp/B00FKPGEBO)
Question: “how many hours does it keep hot and cold ?”
Ranked opinions: “Does keep the coffee very hot for several hours.”; “Keeps hot
Beverages hot for a long time.”; “I bought this to replace an aging one which was nearly
identical to it on the outside, but which kept hot liquids hot for over 6 hours.”; “Simple,
sleek design, keeps the coffee hot for hours, and that’s all I need.”; “I tested it by placing
boiling hot water in it and it did not keep it hot for 10 hrs.”; “Overall, I found that it kept
the water hot for about 3-4 hrs.”;
Actual answer: It doesn’t, I returned the one I purchased.

Other ideas…
• In this work we just considered a single answer,
but many questions have multiple (contradictory!)
answers
• Can also use other features like price, user
expertise, product-specific language models, etc.
• Can also consider the “match” between the
questioner and the answerer/reviewer
(see our ICDM 2016 paper w/ Mengting Wan)

3. Generative
models of
reviews

Richer recommenders
Most “recommender systems” aim to build systems
that are useful in a predictive capacity
• Can we predict a user’s rating of a product?
• Can we find reviews that a user would agree with?
• Can we predict the answer to a question, or find
reviews that might help to answer it?

“Recommendation” then consists of intelligently
making use of this black box
Can we make recommender systems more powerful
by predicting not just how a user would respond to
some stimulus (e.g. a rating), but by predicting what a
user would say?

Richer recommenders
have:

want:

• “Richer” recommendations, but can
also be “reversed”, and used for search

Generative models of text
(a) Standard generative RNN

(from Christopher Olah)

Generative models of text
(b) Encoder-decoder RNN

“c” “a” “t”

Generative models of reviews
(c) Generative concatenative RNN

conditioned on rating
(demo at deepx.ucsd.edu)
conditioned on user/item combination
[000000000000000001000000000000 | 000000010000000000]
user

item

Evaluation

Test set perplexity (median)
Unsupervised:
Rating:
Item:
User:
User-Item:

2.22
2.07
2.17
2.03
1.98

Generating reviews
Poured from 12oz bottle into
half-liter Pilsner Urquell branded
pilsner glass. Appearance: Pours a
cloudy golden-orange color with a
small, quickly dissipating white
head that leaves a bit of lace
behind. Smell: Smells HEAVILY of
citrus. By heavily, I mean that this
smells like kitchen cleaner with
added wheat. Taste: Tastes heavily
of citrus- lemon, lime, and
orange with a hint of wheat at the
end. Mouthfeel: Thin, with a bit too
much carbonation. Refreshing.
Drinkability: If I wanted lemonade,
then I would have bought that.

Poured from a 12oz bottle into a 16oz Samuel
Adams Perfect Pint glass. Appearance: Very pale
golden color with a thin, white head that leaves
little lacing. Smell: Very mild and inoffensive aromas
of citrus. Taste: Starts with the same tastes of the
citrus and fruit flavors of orange and lemon and
the orange taste is all there. There is a little bit of
wheat that is pretty weak, but it is sort of harsh (in a
good way) and ends with a slightly bitter aftertaste.
Mouthfeel: Light body with a little alcohol burn.
Finish is slightly dry with some lingering spice.
Drinkability: A decent beer, but not great. I don’t
think I would rate this anytime soon as it says that
there are other Belgian beers out there, but this is a
good choice for a warm day when it’s always
available in the North Coast Brewing Company party.

Actual review

Synthetically generated review

Thanks!
• Addressing complex and subjective product-related
queries with customer reviews. McAuley, Yang, WWW
2016
• Generative concatenative nets jointly learn to write and
classify reviews, Lipton, Vikram, McAuley arXiv

Alex Yang

Sharad Vikram

Zachary Lipton

Code and data: cseweb.ucsd.edu/~jmcauley/

